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Abstract. Oesophageal cancer (OC) is an aggressive neoplasm
that manifests in the gastrointestinal tract and is the result of
numerous factors that can contribute to the development of
the disease. These may include old age, nutritional deficien‑
cies, oesophageal obstruction and food ingestion difficulties.
Environmental factors serve a large role in increasing the risk
of developing OC. Two factors that serve an increasing risk of
developing OC are the use of tobacco and the consumption of
alcohol. Genetic factors also exhibit a large effect on the risk
of developing OC, for example, the causative genes in Black
Africans differ from other races. OC is 3‑4 times more common
among men than women. OC has been previously reported in
>450 000 individuals worldwide, and its incidence is increasing.
The current review compares OC in low to middle‑income
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countries with developed countries. The incidence of OC,
particularly squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) is high in low and
middle‑income countries. In developed countries, the incidence
of SCC is low compared with adenocarcinoma. The majority of
OC cases are diagnosed in the late stages of the disease, leading
to high mortality rates. The current review aimed to discuss
factors that contribute to the development of this disease in
different geographical areas and genetic mechanisms governing
these findings. The current review also aims to discuss the
preventative treatment options for the disease, and also discusses
the diagnosis and surveillance in five LMICs, including South
Africa, China, Tanzania, India and Brazil.
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1. Introduction
Oesophageal cancer (OC) is an aggressive neoplasm with its effect
manifested in the gastrointestinal tract as a result of late diagnosis,
old age and nutritional abnormalities which results from oesopha‑
geal obstruction and impossibility of proper food ingestion (1).
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The disease is more frequent in old age male individuals (2,3).
Oesophageal cancer is usually 3 to 4 times more common among
men than women (1,4). Oesophageal cancer is a disease that is
reported in more than 450,000 individuals worldwide and its
incidence is increasing. Squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) is the
histological type that is predominant as compared to adenocar‑
cinoma (AC) form. However, in well‑developed countries a shift
is observed where adenocarcinoma (AC) is predominant. This
includes countries such as Australia, United Kingdom, United
States of America and some Western European countries such
as Finland, France and the Netherlands. The five‑year survival
of oesophageal patients ranges from 15 to 25% (5‑7). Greater
than 490,000 new cases of OC were reported in 2005 and the
prevalence of oesophageal cancer (OC) is expected to increase
by 14% while other types of cancers incidence are expected to
decrease by 2025 (8,9). Oesophageal cancer (OC) accounted for
>400 000 mortalities worldwide in 2000 (8), OC is considered
as the eighth most common cancer and the sixth highest cause of
cancer related mortalities worldwide with developing countries
accounting >80% of total cases and deaths (8,10). Various risk
factors are reported to be involved in the genesis of oesophageal
tumours. The highest OC risk areas are found in Eastern Asia
and Eastern and Southern Africa, Brazil, India and Kenya. The
lowest OC risk areas are found in Western Africa (4). The aims of
the current review are to compare oesophageal cancer in low to
middle income countries, as an example, China, Brazil, India and
South Africa to developed countries. According to the National
Cancer Institute in the United States, approximately 17,990 new
cases of OC cases were reported and 15,210 deaths occurred due
to OC in 2013 (9). The five‑year survival rate for all oesophageal
cancers in the United States of America is 43% in those indi‑
viduals where the cancer has not spread. This drops to between
4 and 23% if the cancer spreads to different parts of the body.
The current review also focusses on the oesophageal cancer
burden; risk factors, molecular epidemiology; genetic factors;
diagnosis; prevention and treatment challenges of the disease
in low and middle countries such as South Africa, China,
India, Brazil and Tanzania compared to developed countries
such as the United States.
In developing countries oesophageal cancer makes up
approximately 80% of total cases and deaths (11,12). Oesophageal
cancer histological type and its incidence differs depending on
geographic locations. The incidence is directly proportional to
the related risk factors and economic development in variable
countries. This variation in incidence is assumed to be based on
usage or consumption of tobacco and alcohol as contributing risk
factors (12). Table I (4,13) shows the estimated new oesophageal
cancer cases and deaths worldwide by sex. This data indicates
that males are more affected than females in both well‑developed
and developing countries. The relative risk factors for developing
oesophageal cancer depend on geographic locations as well as
variations in histological types (Table II) (11,13).
2. Methods
Literature searches were performed in PubMed using the
following search terms; oesophageal cancer epidemiology;
adenocarcinoma epidemiology; squamous cell carcinoma epide‑
miology; esophageal cancer incidence rate developed countries;
esophageal cancer incidence rate low and muddle income

countries, oesophageal cancer mortality developed countries,
oesophageal cancer mortality low and muddle income coun‑
tries, oesophageal cancer Biomarkers and oesophageal cancer
treatment. In order to obtain country specific data the search
term oesophageal cancer and the countries or geographical
area name were used (USA, Europe, Asia, Africa's oesopha‑
geal cancer corridor, Brazil, China, India, South Africa and
Tanzania). In addition to this the following search terms were
used; oesophageal cancer geographic distribution, oesophageal
cancer ethnicity, oesophageal cancer socioeconomic distribu‑
tion, oesophageal cancer international trends. The name of the
country was used in combination with the search term oesopha‑
geal cancer environmental risk factors, to obtain references for
the risk factors for the population of these countries. Information
on the genetic factors contributing to oesophageal cancer in
each country was obtained by combining the country name and
the following search terms; oesophageal cancer Genome‑wide
association study, oesophageal cancer non‑coding mRNA and
oesophageal cancer Genetic polymorphisms. Cancer statistics
for oesophageal cancer were obtained from publications by
the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER)
program and the World Health Organization) WHO). Data was
also obtained from the GLOBOCAN database International
Association of Cancer Registries (IACR). The ethnicity terms
used are taken from the data sources that were searched and
referenced.
3. Oesophageal cancer risk factors
The risk of developing oesophageal cancer increases with age
with squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) occurring equally in the
middle or lower oesophagus. The highest risk of oesophageal
cancer has been indicated in individuals with ages that ranges
between 45 and 70. According to Daly et al (2000) oesophageal
cancer incidence is three times higher in black Africans as
compared to their white counterparts (14) while Das et al (2015)
indicated that the chance of black Africans developing OC is
thought to be twice that for white individuals (5). There are
major risk factors that have played an important role in these two
subtypes of oesophageal cancer, depending on the area where
the oesophageal cancer subtype occurred (14). As previously
stated, two of the greatest risk factors are alcohol consump‑
tion and tobacco use (Fig. 1) (15,16). Alcohol consumption is
reported as the primary risk factor while alcohol consumption
and tobacco use together have a synergistic effect and may
increase the relative risk (9). Table II presents risk factors for
oesophageal cancer and the histological type that each relative
risk factor affects. One of the main reasons for males having
a higher incidence of oesophageal cancer is that males have
higher rates of alcohol and tobacco use (17). Smoking is an
important risk factor for both AC and SCC while alcohol is
a significant factor for SCC (18). Alcohol and tobacco use
in combination leads to a substantial increase in the risk of
oesophageal cancer. Users of both tobacco and alcohol have a
relative risk of 35.4 in white males and 149.2 in African males
as compared to the men of the same race and areas who neither
smoke nor consume alcohol (19). The mechanism behind this
increased risk by dual alcohol and tobacco use is because alcohol
decreases or reduces metabolic activity within the cell, resulting
in a reduction in the activity of detoxification enzymes, while
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Figure 1. Alcohol and Tobacco consumption worldwide. (A) Alcohol consumption in liters of pure ethanol per person and (B) tobacco usage in percentage of
adults smoking (28,29).

Table I. Estimated new oesophageal cancer cases and deaths
worldwide (Torre, 2016 #264).
Variable

Estimated
new cases

Worldwide		
Male
323,000
Female
‑
Developed countries		
Male
‑
Female
‑
Developing countries		
Male
255,300
Female
114,400

Estimated deaths
281,200
119,000
56,100
‑
255,100
103,700

‑, no data.

promoting oxidation. This results in increased damage to DNA
and increased sensitivity to other environmental toxins (20).
Tobacco carcinogens penetrate the oesophageal epithe‑
lium (21). Carcinogens in tobacco include aromatic amines,

nitrosamines, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, aldehydes and
phenols (21,22). Another risk factor for adenocarcinoma (AC)
is obesity. This occurs in individuals with a predominately
abdominal centered fat distribution. Hypertrophied adipocytes
and inflammatory cells within fat deposits cause a low grade
inflammation environment and promote tumour development
through the release of adipokines and cytokines (23). In the
tumour microenvironment, adipocytes supply energy produc‑
tion and support tumour growth and progression (24). Obesity
is associated with an increased risk for adenocarcinoma (18),
which may explain the increase in AC relative risk reportedly
affecting individuals in developed countries like the United
States and the United Kingdom, where alcohol and tobacco
use is relatively lower than in developing countries. It has
also been found that poor socio‑economic status in low and
middle developed countries results in a lower intake of fruits
and vegetables. Fruits, vegetables and fish have been reported
to play a major role in reducing the risk of development of
oesophageal cancer (25). Regular, repeated consumption of hot
beverages may cause chronic esophagitis and is strongly asso‑
ciated with a high risk of oesophageal cancer (26). Raw food
contaminated by N‑necrosis‑compounds are also suspected
risk factors for the development of oesophageal cancer. Foods
rich in these compounds include salted tea, which has a high
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Table II. Relative risk factors for oesophageal cancer (13).
Risk factor

Squamous cell carcinoma

Adenocarcinoma

+++
+++
+
‑
‑
‑
++
++++
++++
+++
+

+
‑
+
++++
+++
++
‑
‑
‑
+++
‑

First or second hand smoke
Alcohol consumption
Red meat consumption
Barrett's oesophagus
Reflux symptoms
Overweight
Poverty
Caustic injury to the oesophagus
History of head and neck cancer
History of radiotherapy
Frequent consumption of hot drinks

‑, no effect; +, suspicious effect; ++, positive effect; +++ and ++++, strong positive effect.

methylation activity, leading to the endogenous formation of
nitrosamines (27‑29).
4. Epidemiology of oesophageal cancer
Oesophageal cancer has two histological subtypes: Squamous
cell carcinomas (SCC) and adenocarcinomas (AC). SCC
develops mostly in flat cell linings whereas AC arises from
cells located in the lower third of the oesophagus and originate
predominantly from Barrett mucosa (30). SCC and Barrett's
develop from high‑grade dysplastic pre‑cancerous tissue. AC
develops from the progression of Barrett's oesophagus from
metaplastic to dysplastic tissue and invasive carcinoma (31).
SCC incidence rates are high in countries that fall into two
geographical regions. One region is named the ‘Asian oesoph‑
ageal cancer belt’ and stretches from northern China to the
Middle East (32). Another area is known as the East Africa
oesophageal cancer corridor and stretches from South Africa
to Somalia. This indicates that oesophageal cancer incidence
and its histological type differs depending on risks factors on
those particular geographic areas (9,18).
5. Oesophageal cancer in low to middle countries compared
to developed countries
Low socioeconomic conditions are associated with higher
incidence and mortality of oesophageal cancer in specific areas
around the world, with the exception of China (33,34). It is
important to analyse changes in the incidence and mortality
rate of oesophageal cancer in the context of territorial socioeco‑
nomic disparities, this is especially true in countries affected
by inequalities in healthcare. Fig. 1 llustrates the higher preva‑
lence of SCC in low and middle‑income countries.
Countries in the oesophageal cancer corridor. The regions
with the highest number of cases and most deaths are the south
and the east of Africa, central Asia, Turkey, Iran, Kazakhstan
and China (Fig. 2) (35,36). The Southern Africa region has
the highest incidence of oesophageal cancer worldwide (4).
Oesophageal cancer is a rare disease in Western Africa, with

incidence rates of 0.8 and 0.4 in males and females respec‑
tively (4). This may be because they have not changed their life
style, for example their diet, drastically in the last few decades.
Fig. 1 illustrates the prevalence of AC in well‑developed coun‑
tries. India also falls within the Asian oesophageal‑cancer belt
and has a high incidence rate of oesophageal cancer (26).
South Africa. In South Africa oesophageal cancer is the eighth
most common cancer in men and the eleventh in woman. In
the early 20th century esophageal cancer was an uncommon
disease in South Africa (37). From the 1940s, there was a
rapid rise in the number of EC cases until esophageal cancer
became the third most commonly diagnosed cancer in Black
South Africans (38‑40). In the African population group the
ASR was 22.3 per 100,000 in males and 11.7 per 100,000
in females (41). In the African or mixed ancestry population
group EC is the fourth highest cause of death in males (42).
The area with the highest incidence is the Transkei region (43)
with an ASR of 46.7/100,000 for males and 19.2/100,000 for
females (44). When this disease is defined by sex and race,
a slightly different picture emerges. A decrease in both SCC
and AC becomes evident, especially when comparing African
males and females with their non‑African counterparts (37,45).
However, other studies have found that there has only been
a decrease in the prevalence of AC in South Africa (8). The
areas in South Africa with the highest incidence of OC include
the former Transkei region. This area was then a homeland
settlement, with limited healthcare resources.
The increased incidence of EC in South Africa over the
last decades is largely due to changes in lifestyle, diet, and
the exposure to carcinogens (43). EC rates are highest in
the 60 to 70‑year age group. The two most important risk
factors include cigarette fuming and extreme alcohol use (46).
Approximately 17.6%, of adult South Africans use tobacco,
29.2% of males and 7.3% in females (47). South Africans
consume >53 g of ethanol per day, which leads to a 5 times
greater risk of developing esophageal cancer in comparison
to non‑drinkers. Smoking and drinking together lead to an
8.5 times greater risk of developing oesophageal cancer (48).
Most of the studies on oesophageal cancer in South Africa
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Figure 2. Oesophageal cancer incidence and income status of countries. (A) Countries divided into high, high middle, low middle and low income based on
their GDP (145). (B) ASR per 100,000 for SCC. (C) Age‑standardised incidence rate (ASR) per 100,000 for Adenocarcinoma (AC) (37,146). SCC, Squamous
cell carcinoma; ASR, Age‑standardised incidence rate.

have been performed in large urban areas like Johannesburg
and Cape Town. Investigations performed amongst rural
populations in South Africa, is more challenging hence, such
data from is limited in South African databases.
Other risk factors include exposure to environmental
smoke (cooking fires) (49), HPV infection (43) and diet.
Helicobacteraceae infection may be related to OC risk as it
was discovered in roughly 50% of South African patients with
oesophageal carcinoma (50). Dietary risk factors include the
use of wild herbs such as Solanum nigrum, the brewing and
consumption of traditional maize based beer brewed with
maize that may contain fungal mycotoxins or nitrosamines (37),
and most importantly the shift to a Western diet. This diet is
defined by an increase in the consumption of fats and animal
protein (37). High‑risk individuals in both the Transkei and
KwaZulu‑Natal province, are typically poorer with inadequate
diets, and consume some class of alcohol and tobacco (51‑53).
In the Eastern Cape and Transkie, high risk of oesophageal
cancer is associated with a diet low in green leafy vegetables
and fruit (54). and is associated with low plasma concentra‑
tions of vitamins A, E, B12, folic acid and selenium (55). The
increased consumption of maize compared to a more tradi‑
tional diet which is based on other grains such as sorghum, may
present additional risks. The maize‑rich diet leads to increased
levels of prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) in gastric fluid, an enzyme
which increases Wnt signaling and proliferation (56).
Tanzania. Like all countries in the Eastern and Southern Africa
cancer corridor, Tanzania has a high incidence of esophageal
cancer. The age‑standardized rate of EC incidence in Tanzania
is 9.2 per 10,0000 (57). Generally esophageal carcinoma affects

people at a young age in Tanzania, approximately 40 years
and older. This is twenty years younger than the average seen
in most developed countries (58). The region of Tanzania with
the highest number of EC patients is the Kilimanjaro region,
with the eastern and central parts of the country having a higher
incidence rate of EC compared to the western parts (57). The
control of esophageal cancer in Tanzania is hampered by the
lack of educational and screening programs as well as a lack
of facilities capable of diagnosing and treating the disease (58).
There is only one specialized cancer treatment facility in
Tanzania, the Ocean Road Cancer Institute (ORCI), located in
Dar es Salaam (57). A study of patient numbers being diagnosed
at ORCi compared with those receiving treatment showed that
over 20% of EC patients did not receive treatment due to a lack
of resources (57). As in other countries, the consumption of hot
beverages has been linked to esophageal cancer in Tanzania. In
this, case the consumption of hot milky tea (59). Oesophageal
cancer in Kenya, especially in the regions bordering Tanzania,
is a major health problem. In Kenya oesophageal cancer is more
prevalent amongst people living in low socio‑economic condi‑
tions, and is affected by the level of education and general living
conditions (60).
India. OC is also a major health problem in India; particularly
in snow‑capped Kashmir valley and North‑eastern states and
is associated with peculiar food and drinking habits such as
the drinking of hot salted tea which contains carcinogenic
compounds like nitrosamines (29,61,62). Besides salted tea,
tobacco smoking (Hukkah or water‑pipe), sun dried vegetables
are also very common in Kashmir valley and has been shown
to be a potential risk factors for increased incidence of OC. In
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addition, high risk HPV type infection has also been reported
form areas of OC cases in India (63,64).
China. China is also included in the oesophageal c cancer
corridor. China accounts for more than half of all new cases
of oesophageal cancer and is the fourth most frequently diag‑
nosed cancer (65). The highest incidence is found in the rural
areas (66). Certain areas of China, in Central North China,
have the highest oesophageal cancer incidence rate in the
world (over 100 per 100 000) (67,68). In China, oesophageal
cancer occurs 20‑30 times more than in the United States (69).
SCC is the major type of oesophageal cancer and more than
half of the global SCC cases occur in China (13). Oesophageal
cancer is the fourth leading cause of cancer related death in
China (65). The Chinese, government is still trying to improve
the quality of the cancer registration data in rural areas (13).
Like developed countries, an increase in the number of AC
cases and a decrease in the number of SSC cases has been
observed in China. The rise in the incidence of AC in China
was reported in both urban and rural areas (70).
Apart from alcohol consumption and tobacco use is a high
risk factors for oesophageal cancer in China include nutri‑
tional factors such as the consumption of fatty meat, salted
and pickled vegetables and mouldy food as well as nutritional
deficiencies. The populations from many of the areas in China
with high oesophageal cancer rates were found to have a diet
lacking in selenium, zinc, folate, riboflavin, and vitamins A,
C, E, and B12 (71). These areas also contained high levels of
nitrates and nitrosamines in local sources of drinking water
and samples of food from local suppliers (72). A relationship
also exists between the consumption of hot green tea and the
risk of developing oesophageal cancer (73). Lifestyle factors
include passive smoking, oesophageal lesions, and infection
with Helicobacter pylori, low socioeconomic status and
poor oral hygiene. However, a family history of cancer is
also an important risk factor associated with increased risk
of ESCC (52) and this points to a genetic component. Gastric
atrophy, the replacement of dying of gastric cells with intestinal
tissues, was also found to be an indication of increased risk for
developing oesophageal cancer in Chines populations (74).
Tobacco use amongst Chinese males is currently esti‑
mated to be approximately 49.2‑56.1% while it is estimated
that only between 2.2‑2.6% of Chinese females smokes (75).
Alcohol is a Group 1 carcinogen and the body relies on
alcohol dehydrogenases (ADHs) to convert alcohol into acet‑
aldehyde, which is then converted to acetic acid by aldehyde
dehydrogenase‑2 (ALDH2). Mutations and polymorphisms
in either of the genes encoding these two enzymes may
decrease the ability to detoxify ethanol leading to cells being
exposed to high levels of carcinogens (76). These mutations
and polymorphisms are frequently found in individuals that
originate from East Asia. ALDH2 mutations lead to the
development of a rash or flush response when they consume
alcohol. These individuals are at an increased risk of devel‑
oping oesophageal cancer. A study performed in China, in
the Shanxi Province, gave one of the strongest indications
that genetics and familial history play a role in oesophageal
cancer. This study showed that families with a history of
oesophageal cancer were more likely to report a new case
within ten years of the first case (77).

Table III. The incidence rates of oesophageal cancer by World
area and sex (Torre, 2016 #264).
Country
Eastern Asia
Southern Africa
Eastern Africa
Northern Europe
South America
Western Europe
South‑Central Asia
Central and Eastern Europe
Northern America
Australia/New‑Zealand
Caribbean
Middle Africa
Melanesia
South‑Eastern Asia
Southern Europe
Western Asia
Northern Africa
Central America
Western Africa

Male (ASR of
100,000)

Female (ASR
of 100,000)

16.9
17.7
11.9
8.1
7.0
6.8
6.5
5.6
5.4
5.4
4.6
4.2
3.6
3.6
3.2
2.9
2.4
1.7
0.8

5.4
6.7
7.8
2.7
2.0
1.6
3.9
0.8
1.1
1.7
1.2
2.0
1.4
1.0
0.6
2.1
1.5
0.6
0.4

AGR, age standardized rate.

Developing countries outside of the OC cancer corridor
Brazil. Brazil is a good example of a country with social and
healthcare inequalities across geographic regions. Parts of
Brazil have the highest incidence of oesophageal cancer in
the Western hemisphere. As in other countries alcohol and
tobacco consumption are the main factors contributing to this
high incidence rate. In the South of Brazil the consumption of
hot mate (78). The incidence of oesophageal cancer in Brazil
ranges from one to 18 per 100,000 inhabitants and is higher in
the southern part of Brazil where it ranges from nine to 18 per
100 000 (79). The incidence of oesophageal cancer is interme‑
diate in the central western and North Eastern regions where
it ranges from 4 to 9 per 100,000 and is low in the Northern
region, where it ranges from 1 to 2 per 100,000 (80). In Brazil
cases are mainly diagnosed in individuals over the age of 30,
which is similar to what is seen in Asian countries (81).
Western countries: The United States. The pattern of
oesophageal cancer is rapidly changing worldwide. In
Western countries, adenocarcinoma of the lower oesophagus
has overtaken the previously more prevalent squamous cell
carcinoma (82). Adenocarcinoma is the predominant type
in Western countries (82). In the US, adenocarcinoma of the
oesophagus is reported to be the most common malignancy
with the fastest growing incidence, having increased six times
in three decades (82,83). This contrasts with studies from the
US in which adenocarcinoma accounted for 81% and squa‑
mous cell carcinoma for 17% (84). In another study among
Asian/Pacific Islanders in the US, the rate of oesophageal
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squamous cell carcinoma was 81% higher than in white
populations (85).
The characteristics of oesophageal cancer differ between
Asian and western populations (Table III). These differences
have been reported to play an important role in the disease (86).
In future, studies and clinical practices must consider these
ethnic and histological differences and molecular epide‑
miologic studies may will be helpful in investigating high‑risk
populations.
6. Molecular epidemiology of oesophageal cancer
The risk of OC may be increased by environmental and behav‑
ioural factors, of which only a few cases exposed to risk factors
develop oesophageal cancer. This indicates that there is a role
played by genetics, which may increase the susceptibility of
an individual to developing oesophageal disease. The role
played by genetic factors has been demonstrated by immigrant
epidemiology studies that both genetics and environmental
factors are important components that affects oesophageal
cancer risk (87,88). TP53 point mutations are common in both
adenocarcinoma and ESCC, occurring in approximately 50%
of cases. The mutations in p53 are detectable in the early stages
of cancer development, being detectable in early metaplastic
precancerous lesions (89).
The molecular profiles of both adenocarcinoma and SCC
have been used to classify theses cancers into further subtypes.
ESCC can be divided into three classes. The first class is
characterised by genomic alterations in the NRF2 pathway,
the second class is characterised by mutations in NOTCH1,
ZNF750, KDM6A, KDM2D, PTEN and PIK3R1. Finally the
third class is characterized by Phosphoinositide 3‑kinase (PI3K)
pathway disruption (90). Many of the genetic alterations identi‑
fied in oesophageal squamous cell cancers are associated with
cell cycle progression, apoptosis, DNA repair mechanisms
and growth factor receptors. Epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR) is overexpressed in 50% of ESCCs, mutations in p53
is found in 92% of ESCCs, while mutations in NOTCH1 and
NOTCH3 are found in 25‑33% of ESCCs. Another pathway that
is commonly mutated is the Wnt pathway (91). The mutational
profile of ESCC more closely resembles other squamous cell
carcinomas than it does other adenocarcinoma[, with complex
deletions and translocations being the dominant genetic varia‑
tions (89). Mutations were also identified in the PI3KCA gene
and showed overexpression of the mTOR protein (89).
Adenocarcinoma can also be classified using its molecular
characteristics. The first subgroup has many C>A/T mutations.
A second group us characterised by defective homologous
recombination/chromosome segregation. A final group has a
high number of T>G mutations mutation with high mutation
burden (90). In addition to p53, adenocarcinomas also have a
mutated in the tumor suppressor gene p16/CDKN2A. In adeno‑
carcinoma additional genes that are regularly mutated include
mediators of the Rho family ELMO1 and DOCK2 (mutated in
17% of cases). Mutation of these genes lead to an enhancement
of cellular motility and an increase in invasion TP53 point
mutations are common in both adenocarcinoma and ESCC,
occurring in approximately 50% of cases. The mutations in p53
are detectable in the early stages of cancer development, being
detectable in early metaplastic precancerous lesions (89). Other
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mutated genes are the chromatin‑remodeling genes, ARID1A,
SMARCA4 and ARID2. Adenocarcinoma is dominated
by copy number alterations with frequent large‑scale rear‑
rangements, with a larger number of genes being rearranged,
amplified or deleted than were affected by point mutations or
insertions/deletions (92).
Many genes mutated in adenocarcinoma were also mutated
in Barrett's oesophagus. However, p53 mutations are not
common in Barrett's oesophagus (39%) (89). Genes involved in
the development of Barrett's oesophagus included genes playing
a role in oesophageal development FOXF1[18], FOXSP1 and
transcription factors such as CREB, b BARX1 (93). Those
that progress from Barret's oesophagus to adenocarcinoma,
showing signs of chromosome instability with gene losses and
gains. Non‑progressors show signs of small localised dele‑
tions (89). The molecular epidemiology of ESCC is similar in
different population groups, with a population of sub‑Saharan
ESCC patients showing similar genetic aberrations as those
reported in Asian and North American cohorts (55,94).
Chinese populations showed a ESCC mutation signature
that seems to be linked to mutations in alcohol‑metabolizing
enzymes. This may help to explain the contribution made by
alcohol consumption to ESCC (95).
Genetic risk factors such as single nucleotide polymor‑
phisms (SNPs) are the most common genetic modification that
affects the risk of an individual to develop cancer (96). SNPs
may influence the risks, outcome and responses to treatment of
oesophageal cancer (29). Therefore, it is important to identify
genetic markers of oesophageal cancer as they could be used
to develop personalised medicine. These markers can also be
used as diagnostic biomarkers that can be screened to detect
OC at the early stages (97).
Genetic factors. Literature on SC particularly SCC identi‑
fied candidate genes that are involved in alcohol metabolism,
detoxification of carcinogens, DNA repair, apoptosis and cell
proliferation (98,99), but their results are not consistent across
different populations. This lack in consistency indicates the
role played by environmental differences between populations,
differences in the level of exposure to different carcinogens
as well as differences in sample sizes (98). Genome wide
association studies (GWAS) successfully founded hundreds
of genetic polymorphisms that are associated with complex
diseases including cancer (96). SCC GWAS were conducted
in four Asian populations, three in Chinese population and
one in a Japanese population (100‑103). Two SCC associated
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were identified in the
Japanese study. These were SNPs in alcohol dehydrogenase 1B
(rs1229984) and aldehyde dehydrogenase 2 (rs671) gene. These
genes encode for metabolic enzymes that are involved in the
metabolism of alcohol. Un‑metabolised or partially metabo‑
lised alcohol is a carcinogen associated with altered SCC risk.
The study also indicated gene environmental interactions of
rs1229984 and rs671 with alcohol drinking and in the case of
rs671, with smoking (101). Two of the Chinese genome asso‑
ciation studies reported two susceptibility loci rs2274223 in
phospholipase C and rs13042395 in chromosome 20 (104). In
a larger GWAS of 2043 cases and 2063 controls in Chinese
Han individuals, three new SNPs associated with SCC were
identified. These were, rs10052657 in phosphodiesterase 4D,
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rs2014300 in runt related transcription factor 1and rs10484761
close to unc5 homolog C (100). No SNP has been identified
that plays a larger role than environmental factors. SNPs have
been identified in different population groups in South Africa
that are associated with increased risk for developing oesopha‑
geal cancer. These studies targeted black Africans and mixed
ancestry populations of South Africa and investigated the
occurrence of 12 SNPs and one insertion/deletion variant from
8 genes, known to be associated with oesophageal cancer. These
studies have indicated that several genetic variants in alcohol
metabolism and DNA repair genes are known to contribute to
genetic susceptibility to SCC in mixed ancestry populations
but not in black South African populations of South Africa or
Brazil. This shows that the differences in genetic variants may
be explained by genetic history and different environmental
exposures (97). This indicates that in low and middle countries
more investigations are required that will involve more black
populations than white and mixed ancestries populations,
since caucasians and those of a mixed ancestry share some
genetic history. Mixed population composition differs in
genetic, epidemiological and socio demographical character‑
istics and these may result in association variation between
smoking and different types of cancer (105). These differences
in different populations are demonstrated in Table III, which
shows different incidence rates of OC in different countries
with different genetic history and environmental factors.
7. Diagnosis and prognosis of oesophageal cancer
Mortality in cancer patients ranged from 15 to 20% despite
many advances in diagnosis and treatment (35). OC prognosis
depends on local invasion and spread to regional and distant
structures of the body. This type of cancer spread along the body
using a variety of pathways such as direct extension, through the
lymphatic system and haematogenous metastasis. The lack of an
oesophageal wall allows the primary tumour to migrate rapidly
into the adjacent structures of the neck and thorax such as the
thyroid gland, trachea, larynx, lung, pericardium, aorta and
diaphragm (106). The lymphatic drainage of the oesophagus
drained by two individual lymphatic plexuses. One lymphatic
plexuses develop within the mucosal layer and a second plexus
develops within muscular layer. The lymphatic fluid of the
oesophagus is able to flow to and communicate with any other
part of the oesophagus and migrate in any direction and spread
to the intra‑thorax or intra‑abdominal lymph nodes (107). In
order for OC to spread to the liver, lungs, adrenalin glands,
bones, kidney and brain, it must spread hematogenously (9,108).
The lack of early symptoms complicates diagnosis, while the
lack of a hereditary form of the disease makes population
based screening impossible unless the screening takes place
in high risk areas (35,109). Barrett's oesophagus can develop
into cancer. This is because Barrett's oesophagus displays both
low and high‑grade dysplasia. Patients displaying high‑grade
dysplasia progress to cancer in approximately 1% of cases,
while those displaying low‑grade dysplasia progress to cancer in
approximately 0.5 percent of patients. The best way to monitor
these patients is through the use of endoscopy (109). However,
the use of this screening method has been questioned since high
numbers of individuals with reflux symptoms do not develop
OC and 40% of these patients do not have reflux symptoms.

This led to the endoscopic screening to be done in two steps, the
detection of an abnormal area through changes in relief, color or
in the course of superficial capillaries. This is then followed by
morphological characterisation of the lesion (13,110).
In China, several screening methods have been performed
and tested in the high‑risk areas. These methods includes
balloon cytology with smears (111‑114), liquid‑based balloon
cytology (115), occult blood detection (116,117) and endoscopic
examination with Lugol's iodine staining and biopsy (111,118).
As a result of these studies, endoscopic examinations with
iodine staining indicated a sensitive and specificity for the
diagnosis of SCC (119,120). None of these studies indicated
that any diagnostic method was associated with a reduction in
OC incidence or mortality (121).
OC has a poor prognosis. The prognosis of cancer is
performed through platelet count, as these are the integral
component of the inflammation processes. However, platelet
counts are known to be inversely related to cancer prognosis,
higher platelet count correlates to a poorer prognosis. The cut
off for platelet count as a prognosis factor has been contested.
Tumour length is utilized as a prognostic factor in SCC but the
length cut off in predicting survival has been debated (122).
OC is normally only diagnosed at late stages of tumour devel‑
opment, resulting in higher mortality.
Oesophageal cancer prevention. The prevention of OC
differs depending on cell type. The best way to prevent
oesophageal cancer is to avoid exposure to environmental
risks. In the case of SCC, it is important to reduce or quit
tobacco usage and alcohol consumption. Reports indicated
that no particular risk factor is responsible for the rise of
OC incidence and several strategies are under investiga‑
tions using agents such as nonsteroidal anti‑inflammatory
drugs, selenium, alpha‑di‑fluoro‑methyl‑ornithine, and reti‑
noids (123). Vegetable and fruit intake are reported to be
important preventive strategies, in the case of obesity, which
is reported as a risk factor for AC). Follow up of patients
with precancerous lesions is recommended. Surveillance,
endoscopic screening and surgical resection are important
approaches that are suggested to prevent the progression of
high‑grade dysplasia patients (9). Monitoring the weight of
obese patients is also an important strategy of prevention. In
Asian and African countries such as China and South Africa,
there are preventive approaches of cancer related diseases
and OC is one of them, which are under investigation such
as using medicinal plant extracts to induce apoptosis. Both
China and African countries have a history of using tradi‑
tional herbs to treat diseases. These plants are currently being
assessed scientifically for their medicinal value. This involves
the extraction and purification of crude plant extracts. The
purified compounds can then be tested for their ability to treat
diseases. For instance, the effectiveness of these compounds
in cancer treatment can be assessed by exposing cancer cells
to these compounds. This is one of the important strategies
required to treat OC in low and middle countries such as
China, India, Brazil and South Africa. These compounds
may serve as lead targets for the development of new drugs
for the treatment of SCC or even AC in developed countries.
Table III, indicates that low and middle‑income countries are
having high incidence of OC (124).
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Figure 3. Treatment of oesophageal cancer at different stages (130).

8. Oesophageal cancer treatment
The choice of treatment strategy depends on the stage of the
cancer (Fig. 3) (125). There are two broad approaches to treat
OC, surgical or non‑surgical. The appropriate use of surgical
approach is determined by the resect ability of the cancer. OC
tumours that are locally advanced are good candidates for
surgical intervention. Non‑surgical approaches are meant for
patients with tumours that cannot be surgically removed due
to them spreading to various locations in the body or being
in‑operable due to location (35,126‑128).
Surgical treatment. Surgical treatment is divided into
six types, endoscopic procedures, resection, lymph‑node
dissection, and minimally invasive oesophagectomy, neoad‑
juvant chemotherapy with surgical resection, neoadjuvant
chemoradiotherapy surgery, and surgery with adjuvant

chemotherapy, radiation or chemoradiation (128). OC
may require surgical resection, which includes traditional
oesophagostomy and transthoracic approaches (127,128).
This surgical option depends on the location of the tumour
and the preference of the surgeon (35). Lymph‑node dissec‑
tion surgery is required for patients with oesophageal
carcinoma that may be prone to spreading. An oesopha‑
gostomy targets the abdominal lymph nodes and the
thoracic lymph nodes. This type of dissection is commonly
performed in Japan, where incidence of SCC is high (129).
It has been noticed that a mortality rate of 1‑23% is associ‑
ated with oesophagostomy. In order, to reduce the morbidity
and mortality associated with oesophagostomy, minimally
invasive oesophagostomy was introduced (130).
Immunotherapy. Avoiding the immune system is one of the
hallmarks of cancer. Inducing or sustaining the immune
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system to act against cancer cells, is a promising therapeutic
strategy. This has led to the development of immunotherapies
to treat oesophageal cancer. Different classes of compounds
have shown promising results. These include cancer vaccines
and immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICI) (131). The develop‑
ment of cancer vaccines is based on the identification of
immunogenic cancer antigens (ICA) Cancer vaccines work
by initiating antigen specific cytotoxiv T lymphocyte killing
of cancer cells. One approach is to use dendritic cells loaded
with multiple Tumor specific antigens, leading to the acti‑
vation of multiple population of T cells (131). Novel ICAs
for ESCC have been identified which match the criteria for
being good UCAs as they hive high expression levels in
ESCC. They are also essential molecules for the survival
of the cancer cells/Despite this, no cancer vaccine has been
approved for the treatment of ESCC yet.
As mentioned previously, another type of immunotherapy
is the use of immune checkpoint inhibitors. The response of T
cells to cancer cells is regulated by immune checkpoints. This
checkpoints are regulated through the binding of inhibitory or
stimulatory molecules to receptors, examples of which include
Cytotoxic T‑lymphocyte‑associated antigen 4 (CTLA‑4) and
programmed cell death protein 1 (PD‑1) (131). Both of these
checkpoint receptors are expressed on T cells and act to inhibit
T cells by inhibiting the activity of receptors such as CD28,
which activate T cells (131) An ICI named ipilimumab is an
anti‑CTLA‑4 mAb, that is able to treat metastatic melanoma.
PD‑1 binds to the death‑ligand receptor 1 (PD‑L1) on cancer
cells to induce apoptosis in T cells. PD‑L1 is, therefore, an
inhibitory B7 family member and is up‑regulated in ESCC.
Four anti‑PD1 mAbs, nivolumab, avelumab, pembrolizumab
and atezolizumab are used to treat cancer. Anti‑CTLA‑4 mAb
(ipilimumab) and anti‑PD‑1 mAb (nivolumab), have both
demonstrated the ability to decrease in tumor size (131,132).
Combination therapies. It was suggested that the spread of OC
could be controlled by the combination of both chemotherapy
and surgery (133). This type of surgery has encountered
some problems since patients with SCC or adenocarcinoma
shown conflicting results. However, a UK Medical Research
Council Oesophageal cancer Working Group study tested the
effectiveness of surgery combined with chemotherapy. This
study identified a significant improvement in 3‑year survival
compared with surgery alone (134).
Neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy and surgery is commonly
used in the USA for locally advanced oesophageal cancer. Most
randomised studies of this surgery have shown non‑significant
results. Two studies performed indicated significant survival
benefit of this commination treatment (135,136). It has been
predicted that adjuvant chemotherapy treated with primary
resection might be beneficial especial in patients with
node‑positive disease (133,137‑139). In several randomised
trials performed by the Japanese Clinical Oncology Group
compared surgery with or without chemotherapy in SCC
patients (137,138). In one study, 5‑year disease‑free survival
indicated that combined therapy was favoured (137).
Non‑surgical treatment. Non‑surgical treatment are divided
into six treatment approaches, namely: Radiotherapy; concur‑
rent definitive chemoradiation; salvage oesophagectomy after

definitive chemoradiation; advanced metastatic or recurrent
disease; biological and targeted therapies; and endoscopic
treatment. It is well known that external beam radiotherapy
played an important role in the management of un‑resectable
oesophageal carcinoma. Sustained remission and long‑term
survival are rarely achieved, although radiotherapy is used
in palliative treatment for dysphagia. The preferred approach
is chemo‑radiotherapy for patients suitable for combined
therapy as it provides better palliation than radiotherapy alone
and improves the likelihood of long‑term progression‑free
survival (140). Radiotherapy against chemo‑radiotherapy was
assessed with cisplatin and fluorouracil in patients with 90%
SCC. Chemo‑radiotherapy group had an estimated 5‑year
survival of 27% and there was no 5‑year survival observed
in those patients who received radiotherapy alone. It was
suggested that although chemo‑radiotherapy without surgery
is accepted as a SCC treatment, local control is improved when
performed with surgery (141).
Salvage oesophagostomy has a higher morbidity and mortality
than regular oesophagostomy performed in neoadjuvant methods.
A 5‑year survival estimation of 25% in selected patients has
shown an increase in perioperative risks. So Salvage oesopha‑
gostomy was suggested to be considered for selected patients. It
is only an option for patients that respond to chemo‑radiotherapy.
In most cases by the time of diagnosis of oesophageal carcinoma.
The tumour has already started to spread and metasasise (142).
Combined short‑acting and long‑acting narcotics and local
radiotherapy are used to treat pain. The effectiveness of chemo‑
therapy or chemo‑radiation is observed in approximately 50% of
patients; however, management of pain is effective in almost all
patients. Cisplatin and fluoroucil combination play a vital role as
supportive care in SCC patients (143). Agents consisting of small
molecules and antibodies were created and incorporated into
multimodal therapies for tumours (144). The commonly used
agents include the angiogenesis inhibitor bevacizumab and the
inhibitors of epidermal growth factor receptor; panitumumab;
cetuximab; and erlotinib (23).
Endoscopic therapies are used to treat advanced or inoper‑
ative cancers and have been suggested as curative approaches
for early‑stage oesophageal carcinomas. Barrett's oesophagus
and early stage cancer might be treatable endoscopically
with resection or ablation. Nonsurgical treatment seem to be
less reliable than surgical treatment. These treatment options
are also more common in well‑developed countries. In low
and middle countries due to lack of funds and experienced
personnel (23).
9. Conclusions
The epidemiological differences in the incidence rates of
oesophageal cancer, in terms of differences between sexes
and economic status of countries, means that very different
strategies for diagnosis, treatment and prevention need to be
adopted in different areas and for different population groups.
Developed countries, with higher rates of AC, have more
treatment options due to available resources. Developing
countries, with the higher rates of SCC, still rely on surgery.
These countries also show far higher incidence of oesopha‑
geal cancer, due to high levels of tobacco and alcohol use,
poorer nutrition and exposure to other environmental hazards
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such as cooking fires and nitrosamine contamination of foods.
Environmental factors or race have a vital functional role in
oesophageal cancer due to genetic factors, for example where
causative genes in black Africans differ from other races.
Diagnosis of the disease is challenging since the disease
cannot be detected at early stages or early ages. People need
to be taught how to prevent this disease and how are these
preventions going to help them so that the incidence decrease
in these countries. Treatment for oesophageal cancer does
not seem reliable; more research is required to improve the
diagnosis, risk factors and treatment in this disease.
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